The work of Fleming,5 along with that of De Giorgi,2 has shown that the Bernstein conjecture for graphs in Rnf+l would follow from an interior regularity theorem for (n -1)-dimensional minimal integral currents in Rn. The work of FedererFleming,4 along with that of De Giorgi' and Triscari,7 has shown that such an interior regularity would follow from a theorem showing that the cone in Rn over an (n -2)-dimensional, nontotally geodesic, closed minimal variety in Sl"-is unstable with respect to its boundary.
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Almgren' showed that the cone over such a 2-dimensional variety in S3 is unstable, and this yielded the interior regularity theorem in R4 and the Bernstein conjecture in R5. In this note we announce an instability theorem which is valid for the cone over any such subvariety of Sn for n < 6, and give an example of a cone over such a subvariety in S' which is locally stable in the sense that every deformation initially increases area. These results yield the Bernstein conjecture through R8, interior regularity through R7, and a good candidate for a counterexample to interior regularity in R8.
We are indebted to F. J. Almgren for a number of very useful conversations on these topics.
Let M denote a closed, codimension 1, oriented minimal variety immersed in S". and M not totally geodesic. We have thus produced an area-decreasing deformation of CM which holds fixed its boundary. Extending this deformation to CM by holding fixed the e neighborhood of its vertex yields an area-decreasing deformation of CM. THEOREM 2. Let SI(\2 denote the sphere of radius V/2/2 in R4. Then M = S3Q\/2) X S3(\2 is a closed, 6-dimensional minimal variety in S7, the cone over which is locally stable, i.e., every deformation holding its boundary fixed is initially increasing area.
Proof: Since the second fundamental form of this manifold has constant norm, one may actually calculate the minimum eigenvalue of the index form I( , ) associated to the variations of any of the truncated cones CMd. This calculation shows that for arbitrary e the minimum eigenvalue is positive and bounded away from 0. Thus, every deformation of any CM, which holds YCM, fixed is initially increasing area. Although deformations of CM which hold M fixed need not also hold fixed a neighborhood of the vertex, the area in a neighborhood of the vertex is going to 0 so rapidly that it is not difficult to show that given an area-decreasing deformation of CM which holds fixed M, one may construct for sufficiently small e, an area-decreasing deformation of CM, which holds fixed 6CME. Thus, the local stability of the truncated cone implies local stability of the cone itself. COROLLARY 2. Let f(xli.. ,x,,I) be a C function defined everywhere in Rn-' and whose graph is a minimal variety in Rn. Then, if n < 8, f is a linear function. The statement of Corollary 1 is not the sharpest possible. We have stated it merely as an example of the type of theorem that is true under these dimension restrictions. For a more complete list of implications of the conical instability theorem, the reader is referred to Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollaries 1-4 of reference 1, all of which go through in our dimensions.
